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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Education of the child is not entirely confined to the
classroom situation.

Today more than ever before education of

the child has expanded beyond the school location out into the
comm.unity.
The use of the comm.unity in the social studies curriculum presents many wonderful opportunities for beneficial
teaching and learning.

Many authorities in the education and

social studies field agree that learning from books plays an
important part in giving the child the necessary information
for understanding present day living in our comm.unities, but
if learning is to be most valuable it must be functionally
organized to meet real needs that arise in daily life in and
out of school.

Edgar Dale in his book Audio-Visual Methods In

Teaching states that from learning through purposeful participation we develop an alphabet of experience, experiences of
handling, tasting, feeling, seeing, smelling, hearing--what we
sometimes call real-life experience (5:133).

Another authority

suggests that a child learns most effectively and completely
by participating in worthwhile experiences that are meaningful
and real to him (19:200).

The National Education Association

emphasizes that utilization of comm.unity resources is part of
the academic school curriculum.

The incorporation of community
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resources into the school curriculum will result in beneficial
experiences to the student, teacher and the community.

There-

fore, not only the classroom but the entire community should
be the child's laboratory of learning.
The purpose of this review will be to survey the
available literature in relation to community resources for
use in the social studies program to determine the following:
(1) benefits/values of utilizing community resources, (2)
sources of existing community resources, (3) procedures to
follow for utilization of community resources, and (4) probable
community resources in the social studies area.

I.
Importance

.2.f

~

THE STUDY

study.

Since most communities sur-

rounding every school contain unlimited opportunities for
students to learn, it is necessary that these community resources
be located and made known to the school and the teacher before
they can be utilized in the school program.

Therefore, a

comprehensive inventory of such resources is essential, as is
the systematic recording of survey findings, formulation of
school policies concerning use of community resources, and the
diffusion of this information to all personnel concerned.

In

turn such an organized program may have an influential effect
upon the following:
l.

Provide the students with new educational learning
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resources for an insight of the community resources
within the local and surrounding communities.

This

would include awareness of the established and
newly established resources in the community and/
or communities.
2.

Informing teachers of the available local community
resources by keeping up to date master files in a
centralized location.

3.

Closer school-community relations will develop
from successful, well-organized utilization of
community resource activities.

Limitations

.2.f

~

study.

Basically there are two

limitations concerned with this study.
1.

The writer does not list in this study the entirety
of available community resources in the social
studies area, but only considers general resources
deemed most applicable to the social studies
program.

2.

Procedures, methods and organization for utilization of community resources will vary from community to community.

The type of procedures and admin-

istrative policies which a school would follow in
using community resources would depend upon the
community situations such as socio-economic background and the diversity of resources existing
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within the comm.unity involved.

Because of this it

would be virtually impossible to apply all situations
and procedures to each and every comm.unity.

II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Community resources.

The term "community resources"

includes the material aspects (human and non-human resources)
that make up a community and are utilized by the school for
educational purposes.

This would include a diversity of

factors in the comm.unity such as persons, businesses, industries, organizations, and institutions.
Community survey.

A type of inventory made of the

local community to identify various resources in the community
which can be of benefit in education.
Curriculum.

The school program concerned with subject

matter courses that are utilized in the instruction of
students.
Field trips.

This means taking a class or classes

from the school area out into the comm.unity for educational
purposes for the utilization of community resources.
Resource visitor.

A person from the community that

presents to the students and teachers of the school educational
information concerning the community.
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Social studies.

This includes the subject matter of

the school curriculum in the social studies area.

Included in

the social studies content are disciplines such as anthropology,
civics, economics, geography, history, philosophy, political
science, sociology, and social psychology.

The concept of the

study o:f man and his relationships with his social and physi.cal
environments are brought out by the above mentioned social
studies curriculum courses.

CHAPTER II
UTILIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
BENEFITS AND VALUES
Amid the mass of materials written concerning community
resources, most of the authors agree that the community makes
a vital and indispensable contribution to the student, teacher,
and social studies program.

By the utilization of community

resources, the child views intelligently the sociological
environment of the community he lives in.

Jarolimek states:

In the community the child may see firsthand the
social processes which function a thousand times over
in communities around the world. It is in the local
community that the child is introduced to geographical
concepts, to the problems of group living, to government in operation, to the production and distribution
of goods and services, and to the rich historical
heritage which is his (12:157).
The University Elementary Demonstration School at the
University of Minnesota (25:10) believes that the utilization
of community resources will result in industrial, economic,
social, civic and historical learnings.

They suggested many

important outcomes from the use of community resources
including the understandings of different peoples or groups
within the community, a habit of looking below the surface of
the facts, and an appreciation of the influence which a
particular environment has upon the standard of living within
the community.

Viewing the community resources with students
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alerts them to the processes of the community.

Many authorities

are under the general opinion that social skills (habits,
attitudes, and appreciations) are due to successful learning
outcomes of using various community resources in the school
curriculum.
One authority suggested the following outcomes from the
use of resources in the community:
1.

The ability to apply known facts or principles
in familiar situations.

2.

Practice in making comparisons between real things
and those things a child reads about in books.

3.

Appreciation of the work of others which has
actually been seen.

4.

Understanding of people or groups within the
community whose customs differ from the child's
own.

5.

A feeling of friendship for the adults of the
community (adjustment to people).

6.

The habit of looking below the surface of the
facts in a situation to discover what the facts
mean.

7.

Appreciation of the influence which a particular
environment has upon the type of food, clothing,
and shelter that people need and use in that
community or in a particular kind of work going
on in that community.

8.

Appreciation of and the habit of sharing in the
preservation and care of public property.
(School buildings, parks, playgrounds) (25:4).

Although viewing community resources with a class
presents many valuable assets, it must be remembered that a
very important learning process takes place which leaves an
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imprint on the student's mind.

Many educators believe that

this type of learning--the direct real-life experiences is
one of the best means of teaching primarily because of the
basic medium for direct experience for learning (9:10).
child studies the resource while it is in action.

The

Being

present is a meaningful learning experience for the child,
but being present does not necessarily mean that maximum
educational learning will take place.

This belief exists

among many educators and is suggested in Modern Methods!!!
Secondary Education by Grambs, Iverson, and Patterson:
Community resources, like textbooks or classroom
motion pictures are tools and not learning ends in
themselves. They are aids to concept-utilization
and are of no educational value tmless they help a
student reach useful generalizations (6:224).
While it is recognized that the use of community
resources in the social studies program presents many opportunities for good teaching and learning, there remains an
important factor as mentioned by Grambs, Iverson, and Patterson.

"If a community resource is to be of maximum value, it

must become a part of intellectual processes which are being
nourished through classroom discussion and study" (6:224).
The general consensus of opinion among authorities is
that community resources are a part of the academic school
curriculum.

Some examples are The Curriculum and Supervision

Service Division and The Board of School Commissioners (a
sub-division of the Indianapolis Instruction Center) who
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support this particular view.

The National Education Associa-

tion also supports this same view.

The Indianapolis Instruc-

tion Center has published a book titled Handbook On Oommunitz
Resources, which indicates the basic subjects of the school
curriculum and illustrates how these subjects are part of the
school curriculum in relation to community resources.
Appendix A.

See

CHAPTER III
SOURCES OF LOCATING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
The locating of existing community resources can be a
problem for the inexperienced teacher as well as for the
experienced.

This problem results primarily because of the

diversity and variations concerning the location of these
community resources.

Some schools keep up-to-date files on

available resources while others lack up-to-date files or
have no files at all.

The University Elementary Demonstration

School Faculty at the University of Minnesota emphasized the
value of maintaining an up-to-date file on available resources.
It is also pointed out that this is not a practice of most
schools.

It is almost unanimously agreed by authorities that

for maximum utilization of community resources to be attained,
some systematic classification is necessary.

A general

catalogue file of these resources may be kept in the school
by the librarian, audio-visual or curriculum director, the main
administrative office or by individual teachers.
Anderson, Grim, and Gruhn state that the Hartford,
Connecticut schools have a special consultant titled,
Community Coordinator. 11

11

School

This individual works as a liaison

person between the schools and the community, assisting the
schools in various ways to utilize community resources.

Many

schools are realizing the beneficial results of using community
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resources and therefore, are taking positive action toward
building a community resource file.

"In Corpus Christi,

Texas, a committee of teachers worked with the coordinator
of instructional materials to provide a community resource
file" (2:374).
Other schools have made and are in the process of
making community surveys either by groups, committees or
individually by the classroom teacher.
Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad suggested the Whitter
Study in which a school committee established a master file
listing the available resource areas for the teachers.
A standardized procedure was followed with excellent results. A letter of introduction to the
resource was sent, followed by a phone call for an
appointment. The teacher arranged for a visit and
recorded the results. Since it was started, the
master file has been kept up-to-date by following
much the same procedure (4:354).
See Appendix B for forms used.
It must be remembered that not all schools provide
organizational procedures for teachers to locate resources
in the community.
One author states:

Many schools lack any resource file at all.
"A vital, but frequently neglected part

of an excursion-minded school program is the development of a
resource file 11 (9:86).

Since many schools lack the means of

locating available resources in the community, the location
of these is dependent upon the teacher's initiative.

Michaels

suggested a checklist for studying community resources which
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is a relatively simple survey of community resources and
therefore, can be carried out by the teacher alone.
Appendix C for this checklist.

See

The list of resources will

grow as the teacher gains experience in the community and
continues to search for educational resources.

As suggested

by Michaels the list has been used successfully by many
teachers to note resources used in various units of work in
the school curriculum (14:205).
Other authorities related much more detailed and
specialized data required on a commi.mity resource guide:
l.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Name of industry, address, telephone number.
Name of person to be contacted for trip arrangements.
Age groups for which trip is suitable.
Number of persons that can be accommodated.
Need for, and availability of guides.
Suitable visiting days and hours.
If seasonal, operations which may be observed.
Time required for the trip.
Special instructions and cautions, necessary for
visitors.
Location of first aid service.
Supplementary material available, pictures, films.
Speakers available for the school.
Other pertinent data regarding the excursion.

(9:86).

Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad suggested that when a
community resource guide is completed it should include the
following information:
l.
2.

3.

The names of various places where educational
field trips can be taken.
The names of resource people to be interviewed
outside the school.
The names of resource people who will come to
the school.
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4.

Local details and requirements for using these
comm.unity resources, plus suggestions for planning

(4:356).

CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURES FOR UTILIZATION OF
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Teacher Preparation
Whereas the community resources should be used to provide maximum learning to the students, it is the teacher's
responsibility to prepare for this type of activity.

There-

fore, preparedness is one of the main essentials for the maximum use of community resources.

General planning for the use

of community resources would probably consist of pre-planning,
classification of purpose, teacher-pupil planning, guidance
during use of resources, and teacher-pupil evaluation.
is necessary so that the teacher has a guide to follow.

This
Later,

as factors of the trip become more definite, it is necessary
for the teacher to be more specific in the final planning.
Among the many authorities, there exists a slight variation in
procedures of organizing the utilization of resources in the
community.

Thralls mentions that the teachers planning includes

a number of definite steps:

11

•••

preparing himself, planning

the administrative details, preparing the class, conducting
the trip, and finally evaluating and checking the results 11
( 26 :146).

The Indianapolis Instruction Center presents specific
data and requirements regarding the use of community resources.
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This Instruction Center published a handbook, Handbook On
Community Resources, which is available to the teachers in
the Indianapolis Public School System.

In this book attention

is given to the various stages of planning regarding the use
of a community resource.

Also, teachers suggested procedures

for educational excursions on the primary, intermediate, and
secondary levels.

Appendix D shows specific detail descrip-

tion.
Field Trips
As mentioned above, authorities in education and social
studies agreed that it is necessary to have well planned procedures for the use of community resources.

The teacher should

make arrangements with those in charge before taking a field
trip.

The principal should be consulted and the folloWing

items considered:

Permission from parents be granted for

their child to go on a field trip, transportation and cost,
health and safety precautions, and standards of courtesy and
protection of property.

Grambs suggested a check list which

might be helpful to the teacher.

-

Item

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Person
Responsible

Transportation arranged
Request letter
Preliminary letter
Principals permission obtained
Thank you letter written
Resource file card completed

(6:204).

Date to be
Accomplished
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Another author provided a very complete detail check
list in order to assure maximum planning for a successful
field trip.

As suggested by the author, the check list proved

helpful to the teacher because of its completeness and detail.
See Appendix E.
Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad have suggested that in
planning a field trip it is necessary to include preliminary
planning by the teacher, preliminary planning with others on
the trip, and advanced anticipation of possible difficulties.
See Appendix F for specific planning of a field trip.
Although slight variations exist among various authorities concerning the organization and planning for use of
community resources; these authors are under the general
opinion that careful preparation and detail planning on the
part of the teacher is required for maximum and beneficial
results relating to community resources.
Resource Visitor
Another popular factor concerned with community
resources is the resource visitor.

Much careful planning is

required when preparing for a resource visitor.

Social

studies authorities agree that resource visitors can make a
realistic contribution to the social studies program.

One

point of main concern existed among the various authorities-that the teacher must be careful in selecting a resource
visitor.

Reeder states that resource visitors can make a
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realistic contribution to the social studies program (20:146).
Klausmeier, however, states that the teacher must be careful
in selecting a person for this presentation (13:372).

Con-

versely, Grambs mentioned that "For all that the resource
visitor brings, he can be an utter failure.

While a person

is successful in their own sphere; this very success may place
a barrier between the resource visitor and the students"
(6:205).

Grambs mentions that this is primarily because the

resource visitor cannot share their expertness without using
technical language; the resource visitor may not be familiar
with adolescents' interests, ideals, or level of understanding
(6:206).
A question may arise in the teacher's mind as to how
to select a resource visitor.

Many authorities have related

specific information as to criteria for the selection of a
resource visitor.

Grambs has suggested the following criteria

for the selection of a resource visitor.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Is he interested in adolescents or does he have
a negative attitude?
Does he ordinarily speak in an overly academic
fashion?
Does he ramble and constantly get off the
subject?
Is he a jokester?
Does he express strong prejudices?
Will students confuse him or offend him (6:206)?

It is felt by the author that evaluating answers to these
questions might serve as a guide line--teachers and students
can then interview a prospective resource visitor and be
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fairly sure of the degree of success he would have before the
class.
Planning for the resource visitor into the classroom
situation requires much preparation by the teacher.

Several

authors have suggested procedures to follow to insure successful classroom learning experiences.

Grambs, Iverson, and

Patterson mentioned the following data:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Brief the visitor ahead of time. (Give him a
list of student questions).
Prepare an introduction.
Request permission to interrupt.
List questions on the board.
Use a group interview.
Prepare the class for the visitor (6:207-208).

Another author has suggested specific procedures to be
followed which in turn will probably lead to successful
learnings of the students in the student-resource visitor
situation.

Generally, these procedures include contacting

the visitor, clarifying the purposes of the visit, preparing
the class, and arranging the follow-up (4:376-77).
As with the case of field trips, many authorities in
the education and social studies fields agree that it is
necessary to keep an up-to-date card file of resource visitors
so that the teachers and students may consult the file with
confidence.

Once the original file is constructed, continuing

effort and care must be taken to keep it up-to-date.

Michaels

suggested the following card file system pertaining to resource visitors (14:223):
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-----------------------_________
,_____
---------

Contribution
Name

Telephone

Hours available

--------------------

------------------Children may visit at home or office?
---------

W111 come to school?

------------------------

Comments

The Indianapolis Instruction Center has suggested a
very reliable detailed card file concerning the resource
visitors o~ the community.

See Appendix G.

CHAPTER V
COMMUNITY RESOURCES THAT ARE ADAPTED
TO THE SOCIAL STUDIES
Many suggestions concerning the community resources
within a community that are suitable to be utilized in the
social studies program of the school have been made.

It must

be remembered that these resources in the community may vary
to a degree from location to location.
Jarolimek suggested the following as community resources
( 12 :163):

state historical society
historical sites,
monuments
flood plain, eroded areas,
dam sites
razing of a building
buildings under construction
auction sales
warehouses
airports
railway station
train ride
post office
broadcasting or telecasting station
library
refinery
museum

local stores
legislative bodies in
session
art galleries
fire station
newspaper printing
facilities
bakery
courthouse
.factories
farms
canneries
docks
the harbor
police station
zoo
parks
hobby shows

Another authority prescribed the following aspects of
the community suitable for studying in the social studies
area:
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1.

Local History
Name of places, persons, streets, buildings
Memorials, statues, and relics
Pioneer utensils, furniture, clothing
Spots of historical interest
Old records and discarded primitive machines

2.

Local Geography
Land and water forms
Nearby bodies of water
Climate, soil, products
Native birds, animals, plants, trees
Natural resources, minerals, oil, coal

3.

Local Industries
Manufacturing establishments
Truck gardening
Dairying, fruit growing, stock raising, farming
Commerce, communication, exchange
Service enterprise

4.

Local Institutions
Museums, libraries, fairs
Homes
Churches
Hospitals, clinics, dispensaries
Press, radio, motion pictures
Educational institutions

5.

The People of the Community
Workers and the work they do
Scientists, inventors
Artists, musicians
Authors
People with hobbies

6.

Local Government and Its Services
Police and Fire Departments
Health protection, traffic regulation
Parks and playgrounds (25:2-3).

Price (19:97) and Michaelis (14:210) both suggested a
list of possible resource visitors which included nearly all
the possible occupations within most communities.

Certainly

it must be emphasized that these suggested resources will
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vary considerably from one community to another.

Also, the

use of both the community resources and the resource visitor
will depend upon the community, the school, the teacher, the
maturity of the class, and the areas being studied in the
school curriculum.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The benefits and values of utilizing the community resources in the school curriculum cannot be over-emphasized.
The community surrounding the school influences both the
student and school.

While these influences are felt by the

student and the school, the community provides rich areas of
resources to be utilized by the classroom teacher.
The locating of these community resources can be a
problem for the teacher.

Primarily this is due to the diversi-

ties and variations concerning the location of where to find
these resources.

While many school districts provide commun-

ity resource files for teacher's use; there still remain
those schools that do not provide any organizational procedures
to locate resources in the community.

Since many schools lack

the means of locating available resources in the community,
the location of these is dependent upon the teacher's initiative.
It must be remembered that using community resources
by teachers initiative or by loose procedures does not guarantee
a beneficial educational program to the student nor does it
promise effective school-community relations.

Therefore, it

is necessary to have well understood written policies in
connection with the community resource program within the
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school.

These policies should be authorized, organized, and

administered by school officials concerned.

In order for such

a situation to exist, it is necessary that the principal take
the role of democratic leadership working cooperatively with
personnel concerned, such as teachers, A-V directors, coordinators, committees, etc.

General understandings and oral

agreements concerning use of community resources are not sufficient.

There must be written regulations, officially

adopted and publicized to all concerned.
Current master files and centralized files concerning
community resources should be available in a centralized
location within the school such as school office or the school
library.
times.

Teachers should have access to these files at all
Pertinent data should be indicated on these files

concerning the possible community resources involved.
Authorities feel there should be one person responsible
to keep these files valid.

The title of this person will vary

in each district.
Since the school has expanded its curriculum beyond
its local and neighboring community, it has become necessary
for the school system to establish organized, systematic
community resource programs in its educational curriculum..
A well planned educational program when extending into
the community would consist of specific written school regulations governing the use of community resources, organized
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procedures to be followed, preparation for both principal and
teacher, and up-to-date community resource files existing within the school.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
FIELD TRIPS ARE A PART OF THE CURRICULUM*
Reading
Reading in preparation for the excursion
Follow-up reading stimulated by the excursion
Reading chart stories of plans and experiences
Learning to use the library for additional information
Learning new vocabulary
~

Expression

Discussing things to look for and things that were seen
Preparing oral report of excursion
Listing questions to be answered by excursion
Dramatizing the experience
Taking part in round table or panel discussions
Explaining any material used in connection with the excursion
Written Expression
Outlining preliminary plans
Writing letters asking permission and thanking host
Writing stories of experiences
Preparing written reports
Writing original rhymes
Arithmetic
Using functional
arithmetic involving time schedules, distances, weights,
measures, costs, percentages, counting, etc.
Spellin~
Developing list of words needed in reading and expression
activities
Learning to spell these words correctly
The Arts
Making mural, movie or picture-stories of excursion
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APPENDIX A {continued)
Constructing stores, post offices, trains, etc.
Illustrating acceptable behavior patterns for excursion
Ma.king scenery, props, and costumes for dramatic activities
Writing or tapping rhythms heard on excursion
Listening to appropriate recordings
Social Studies
Choosing appropriate excursion
Forming committees to:
a-contact host and principal
b-set up standards of conduct, courtesy, safety, etc.
Working in committees
Learning how other people live and work, how workers contribute to our everyday life, how goods travel
Ma.king plans for and carrying out follow-up group activities
Science
Learning uses of electricity, simple and complex machinery
Using the scientific method in the solution of problems
Developing powers of observation
Recognizing use of materials
Studying weather, soil, and various features of natural
science
Learning conservation in collecting specimens
Gaining basic understandings in consumer education

*Guide from book (10:4)

APPENDIX B
WHITTIER SURVEY INVESTIGATOR'S REPORT*
Governmental and Welfare Services
Name of service _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date of contract_
Address_________
Telephone__________Name of person contacted_______
Name and title of person to be contacted for trip arrangements:
Name-....--------=--------=-=----,:Title_ _ __,_......,._..,.....____
Indicate age groups which would profit by a visit to this
service. Specify which processes or departments are appropriate for the various age levels:
Primary (k-3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Upper (7-8)
Middle (4-6).,,_._.-~-.,___.,__ Secondary (=9-~1-2-),_.._ _ _ __
Is it possible for the teacher to make a preliminary trip?

~-~--------:--:--r-------

What is the total number of persons which may be accommodated
at any one time?_____-=-__How many can be accommodated
per guide?_,,___________How many guides are available?
(Any department where there is a great amount of noise would need to plan for additional guides.)
What hours are most suitable for visits?
What days are convenient?_,,_ _,,__.....,.______________
How much time is required for the trip?~!'""'--~-----~-~
What special instructions are necessary for visitors? Specify
cautions which need to be taken. Indicate special equipment
needed.

-----------

--------------------------

---------

Is first-aid service available to visitors?
What materials are available for distribution or borrowing;
pamphlets, films, charts, models, and so forth?
What area or group
What is the source

-----does this organization service?_ ___,,,_ __
of funds which supports this service?
---

What statistics are available indicating extent of service?

-----------

Who is the director of this organization?
How is the service organized? Indicate departments, etc.

What is the general plan of departmental organization? Indicate civil-service appointment, and so forth.
How many people
Men: Full time
Part time
are employed?
Women: Full time
Part time
Are there any age or other restrictions?
--What training is required for employment?

---- ------------

----------
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How much training is given on the job? ______~..,_~--What are the opportunities for advancement or upgrading?
What is the minimum wage?_._________________
What laws govern this service?_ _,..,,.______________
What safety measures are required? _ _ ___,.~-~------What are the health and sanitation regulations? _______
How are these regulations enforced?_____________
Additional information

--------------------

WHITTIER SURVEY Il'NESTIGATOR'S CONFIDENTIAL REPORT
Name of resource
Address
----------------------In your opinion is this business worth visiting?(Underline one)
By everyone
Yes
No
By middle grades
Yes
No
By primary
Yes
No
By upper grades
Yes
No
By secondary
Yes
No
Comment
How much explanation is necessary for making this study trip
profitable?(Underline one)
Little needed
Some
Much
Comment
What i s._t....h_e_m_an_a_g_e_r_'_s_a_t'""'t_i_,,t_u_,d_e_t_o_w_a_r_d
____v___i_s_i~-t-s.__,_.b_y_s_c..,,.h_o_o'""'l_g_r_o_u_p_s?
(Underline one)
Eager
Willing
Unresponsive
Comment
Are the premises such that controlling a group of students
would present problems?(Underline one)
No problems
Few
Many
Comment
In your_o_p~in_,..i-on_a_r_e-there ways of achieving similar results
which might be as satisfactory as taking this particular
study trip?
Comment

-----=----:----,--------,--~-=---~-=---~-,,---,--,-

---------------------------

_____________________

,
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WHITTIER SURVEY MASTER FILE CARD

(Front)

( File heading)
industry
Name of agency_____________ Date of contact_ _ __
Address
Telephone
{Street]
(Ci~i]"
{Zone)
-----Name and title of person to contact________,._,...,__ _ __
Trip suitable for age group _________ Contributions
Number of persons who can be accommodated._ __
Instructional material available_______
Preferable time of day and year________
Time required for tour____________
Special instructions and cautions_______

Is first-aid service available? ________

(Back)
Report by teachers whose groups have taken this trip:
A.ge or
Guide service
Name of teacher School Date group
Unit
satisfactory?

---------------------------

Remarks

*Form from book (4:354-355-356)

APPENDIX C
CHECKLIST FOR STUDYING COMMUNITY RESOURCES*
1.

Field (or study) trips (industries, museums, etc.):

2.

Resource _______________________
visitors (come to your class--panel or indi- _
viduals):

3.

Radio and television (travel programs, historical plays):

4.

Published materials (newspapers, libraries, chamber of
commerce bulletins) : __________________

5.

Persons to interview (travelers, policemen):

6.

Welfare and service organizations (Red Cross, service
clubs): _________________________

7.

Service projects (relief programs, clean-up): ______

8.

Possible field studies (Housing, safety): _ _ _ _ _ __

9.

Visual resources (pictures, realia):

10.

------

----------

Local current events (campaigns, drives):

--------
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11.

Resources within the school (collections of materials,
teachers who have traveled):

12.

Community
recreational
resources
(parks,
camping
ties): _ _ _
______
_____
____
_ _ _ facili_ __

13.

Population resources (individuals, folk festivals):

14.

Others:

----------------

-------------------------

*Form from book (14:205-206)

APPENDIX D
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR EDUCATIONAL

EXCURSIONS➔~

PRIMARY
I.

Teacher-pupil Preparation
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

R.

s.

Make preliminary survey of place to be visited,
with listing of situations and points of interest.
Estimate length of time involved.
Plan to make a booklet of all chart stories written
in connection with the experience.
Have a class committee inform principal of plans
being made.
Have pupils compose a letter to be sent to the
host-to-be asking his permission to visit.
Study route to be taken and make plans for observation enroute. Include these in class booklet.
Arouse pupil interest in the projected educational
excursion (by pupil-teacher discussion of similar
experiences, photographs, bulletin board, etc.)
Be sure the purpose of the excursion is clearly
understood by the pupils.
Discuss with the class the problems that the excursion can solve and include these with booklet.
Read appropriate stories, view filmstrips, films
and pictures to develop background to make excursion profitable.
List on chart points to be observed on the excursion.
List standards of conduct, courtesy, and safety to
be reached by children during excursion.
Help children compose a letter to parents stating:
why, when, where, how he is going. This may be
duplicated by teacher.
Have class discussion of appropriate dress for
excursion.
Illustrate booklet stories.
Teacher and children make arrangements for a few
adults and school traffic officers to accompany
the group.
Make plans for milk lunch or noon lunch for pupils,
bus driver, adults and school traffic officers.
Make arrangements for financing the excursion if
necessary.
Learn appropriate songs or listen to recordings.
Choose committee to record names of bus driver and
guides for follow-up activity.
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T.

u.

V.

II.

Actual Excursion Experience
A.
B.

c.

D.

E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.
III.

Choose committee to ask specific questions.
Choose child to record mileage from bus speedometer.
Agree on signal to be used for getting the attention of the group.

Introduce children to guide.
Listen courteously to guide.
Follow his directions promptly.
Children adhere to standards of conduct, courtesy,
and safety.
Observe owner's contribution to community.
Observe how workers provide for our everyday
living.
Observe how each worker contributes to the finished
product.
Observe skills and techniques of workers.
Have a question period in which children ask
previously prepared questions.
Thank guide for his services.

Follow-Up Activities
A field trip taken and then abruptly forgotten the
following day is incomplete. It lacks an outcome. The
follow-up activities are the logical outcome of the trip.
A.
B.

c.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.

Prepare chart or individual stories of experience.
Compose and write "Thank you" notes to adults and
traffic officers who accompanied group, to guide,
host and bus driver.
Do follow-up reading stimulated by excursion.
Learn to read and spell vocabulary needed in
reading and writing activities.
Discuss observations made.
Dramatize experience.
Plan audience situation to share experience with
others.
Compose original rhymes.
Use information from excursion for functional
arithmetic
Make frieze, movie, diorama, picture-stories,
stand-ups or sand table scenes of excursion.
Construct replica of place visited.
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L.
M.
N.

o.
P.
IV.

Tap and record rhythms heard on excursion.
Learn appropriate songs.
Supplement and correct incomplete or hazy
understandings.
Explain any materials or samples obtained on
excursion.
Introduce new problems growing out of experience.

Teacher-pupil Evaluation
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Did the excursion serve the purpose for which it
was intended?
Did children follow set standards of conduct,
courtesy, and safety?
Did the experience stimulate the children into
new activities?
Did it develop in them a spirit of inquiry and
curiosity?
Has the experience had any final effect on pupil
conduct and behavior?
Have the children grown in appreciation of the
part owners and helpers play in their life?
Is there need for further study?
INTERMEDIATE

I.

Teacher-pupil Preparation
(See Suggested Procedures for Primary)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

Pupils list the questions to be answered during
excursion and send a copy to the guide before
the excursion, if possible.
Develop an outline of basic points to be observed.
Leave space for filling in subpoints during or
after excursion.
Collect and display relevant pictures, clippings,
postcards, magazine articles, etc.
Make a map showing route to be taken. Mark
places of special interest to be observed along
the route taken.
Compile a travel folder to be completed after the
excursion.
Write an itinerary of the excursion.
Apply mathematical knowledge in judging distance
or mileage to be covered or any expense involved.
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H.

I.

II.

Actual Observation
A.
B.

c.
D.
III.

Develop a New Word List of basic words or phrases
necessary for complete understanding of the
excursion. Leave space for additional words
to be placed in the list after the excursion.
Observe an appropriate film, filmstrips, or
slides to enrich background for the excursion.

Guide must be thoroughly informed as to purpose
of the visit.
Pupils observe and listen carefully to guide's
explanations.
Discussion or question period in which individual
questions might be answered by guide or pupils
and teacher.
Period for note-taking and sketching by pupils.

Follow-up Activities

A.

B.

c.
D.

Group discussion
1. Evaluation of place visited
2. Suggestions of points that need further
study
3. Explanation of points not made clear
4. Introduction of new problems for solution
or research
Creative projects
1. Charts, drawings, maps, display of current
magazine and newspaper items, dramatizations, diaries, poems, stories based on
this experience
2. Letters of thanks to host, guide, etc.
Reporting by pupils
1. Special reports previously assigned to
individual pupils or general reports on
the over-all subject
Tests to determine:
1. Information gained
2. Attitudes formed
3. Educational value of excursion
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IV.

Evaluation
A.

B.

c.

Was there any evidence of growth or increased
interest in any of the following as a result of
this educational experience:
1. Knowledge of community resources
2. Interest in subject-matter
3. Practice in penmanship and letter writing
4. Ability to record and summarize
5. Knowledge of transportation
6. Interest in library and other sources of
information to continue research
7. Creative drawing or writing
8. Desire to share this experience with others
Did this experience provide opportunity for
development of the following attitudes and
skills:
1. Observing carefully
2. Reporting accurately
3. Acceptable social conduct
4. Carrying through plans previously made and
accepted by the group
5. Tolerance and appreciation of the contribution of others
6. Individual responsibility
7. Habits of safety
In the light of these possibilities was there
concrete evidence that this experience was
really educational and worthwhile?
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

I.

Teacher-pupil Preparation
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.

Select a committee or pupil to make reservation
with the host-to-be by telephone for excursion.
Write a letter to the host-to-be, after date has
been set, giving approximate time of arrival,
number, and purpose of trip.
View film or filmstrip to provoke interest or
in4uiry.
Discuss problems that excursion might solve.
Make clear the purpose or purposes for going to
this particular place.
Develop background by consulting reference material.
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G.
H.
I.
J.

K.
L.
M.
N.

O.
P.

Q.

II.

Arrange for transportation.
Write a letter to parents for consent to go on
excursion stating purpose, time, place, and
means of transportation.
Develop a vocabulary that might be needed to better
understand processes to be observed.
Draw a map of the route to be taken and points of
interest enroute.
Formulate safety rules, with emphasis on those
needed when near machinery.
Prepare a code of good conduct to, from, and
during the excursion.
Divide the class into small groups with a leader
or captain for each group.
Select persons who might be responsible for certain
assignments as: introducing class to guide or other
members of firm, asking for printed material or
samples for further class or individual study,
asking specific questions suggested by class in
preliminary study, and thanking host.
Discuss needed material for taking notes or making
sketches.
Work out points to observe as: different kinds
of raw materials, how it is handled, safety
devices used by workers, cleanliness, and skills
and techniques required by workers.
Discuss appropriate dress for excursion.

Actual Excursion Experience

A.
B.

c.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.

Introduce pupils to guide, using method decided
upon by the class.
Arrange for division of class with leaders if
necessary.
Provide for "on the spot" questions or discussion.
Arrange a time for additional questions at the end
of the tour.
Observe skills of workers. Allow time for taking
notes or making sketches.
Watch for safety precautions.
Observe each performance with care and study its
relation to the finished product.
Watch for operations that will answer problems and
questions.
Note owner's contribution to the community.
Note industry's contribution to the community.
Thank guide for services.
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III.

Follow-up Activities
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

IV.

Write 11 Thank You" notes to host, guide, bus driver,
and other adults who helped make the excursion
possible.
Discuss in an informal manner over-all impressions
gained during the tour.
Listen to reports of pupils who had special
assignments.
Discuss written materials or pamphlets received.
Clarify understandings.
Do research on points that need further study.
Study new words and their meanings as used in
this particular work.
Select pupils to form a panel to share information
with others on an assembly program.
Prepare charts showing products made and their uses.
Make an exhibit of raw materials, products, byproducts, etc.
Draw maps and show export and import route of raw
materials and finished products.
Demonstrate some phase of work seen.
Prepare a radio skit showing importance of the
owner and helpers and their contribution to
the community.
Write a composition.
Make a model of some machine used or a diorama
showing an interesting scene.
Arrange a bulletin board using information received
on excursion.
Make problems for arithmetic lesson using weights,
measures, percentage, or costs.

Teacher-pupil Evaluation
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Did the excursion serve the purpose for which it
was intended?
What factors contributed to the success of the
excursion?
Was there sufficient time to observe details?
Was the method of transportation satisfactory?
Did the excursion motivate wider reading activities?
Did it develop inquiry and curiosity?
Did it develop desirable attitudes and appreciations?
If you made this trip again, would you make any
changes?

*Guide from book (10:200-207)

APPENDIX E
GUIDE FOR THE PLANNING OF FIELD TRIPSi~
First Considerations

---Is
Is

it the best procedure for the purposes of the group?
experience appropriate for the children?
---.Havethis
adequate backgrounds, needs, and purposes been
developed?
Are related materials available--films, books, pictures?
Are there profitable follow-up activities?
Are physical conditions satisfactory--weather, safety
conditions in places to be visited?
Will it strengthen the school-community relations?
Others:

---------

-----

-------------------------

Preliminari Arrangements
_ _ _Has administrative approval been given?
_ _ _Has the teacher made a preliminary visit?
_ _ _Has the approval of parents been secured?
_ _ _What number may be adequately accommodated?
_ _ _Are eating and toilet arrangements satisfactory?
Has the time schedule been prepared?
_ _ _Has the guide been advised on problems, needs, and
maturity of the group?
___ Have travel arrangements and expenses been arranged?
_ _ _-Are assistants needed to help supervise the group?
_ _ _Has a list been made of the names, telephone numbers,
and addresses of those children who are going?
Others:

---

---

-------------------------

Teacher-Puuil Planning
_ _ _Are questions prepared and understood?
_ _ _Are recording procedures and assignments clear?
_ _ _Are reporting procedures and assignments clear?
_ _ _Have behavior standards been developed?
_ _ _Have safety precautions been considered?
_ _ _Have the time schedule, travel arrangements, and expenses
been clarified?
_ _ _Have significant side interests been noted?
_ _ _Has attention been given to adequacy of dress?
_ _ _Are monitorial assignments clear?
Others:

---

-------------------------
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Follow-,!:!l?. Plans
Do next experiences follow naturally?
---What
findings are to be reported?

---What summaries and records should be made?
_ _ _Is attention given to the development of charts, maps,
diagrams, murals, models, scrapbooks, construction,
dramatic play, and floor layouts?
Are assembly programs, newspaper articles, exhibits,
or displays appropriate?
_ _ _May findings be shared with other classes?
_ _ _Are procedures in mind to discover and clarify misconceptions?
_ _ _Are interesting sidelights to be considered?
_ _ _Are letters of appreciation and samples of follow-up
work to be sent?
How is behavior of the children to be evaluated?
_ _ _How are recording and reporting procedures to be
evaluated?
Others:

---

---

---

-------------------------

*Guide from book (14:220-221-222)

APPENDIX F
GUIDE FOR SPECIFIC PLANNING OF FIELD TRIPS*
Discuss the objectives of the trip and write them down.
The main over-all objectives should be included on the
permit slip which goes home to the parents telling them
about the trip. These objectives should also be consulted in evaluating the trip.
Prepare a final realistic list of questions and send
it ahead to the guide. Particular students or committees
may work out questions in certain special areas of interest,
and obtain the answers on the trip.
Work out safety and behavior standards for the trip-and at the "place. 11 A courtesy committee should work
out the appropriate "thank you's."
Discuss and work out ways to document the trip. Everyone should be prepared to take notes. A few may take
cameras or sketch pads to make a visual record of interesting
or beautiful things to remember. A portable, transistorized
tape recorder can preserve important discussions with the
guide. Later activities are based on good documentation
of a trip.
List specific objects to be seen going and coming.
This will stimulate observation. Students on the trip
should be assigned to find them. One very fine fieldtrip summary listed things to see at the place to be
visited, specific things to see on the way and returning
to the school, plus suggestions for photographs and
sketches to be made by students while on the grounds.
Discuss appropriate dress. Comfortable shoes for
walking are important on many trips--especially for
teachers and parents, who may not think of it. If
special clothing is needed, it should be mentioned on
the note to the parents.
Before the trip select and use a variety of learning
materials so that each student will have the background
to do selective viewing on the trip. The countless
things to see on a field trip can easily distract attention unless the class members look discriminatingly
at the "place. 11
*Guide from book (4:364-365)

APPEl\fDIX G
SUGGESTED QUESTIONNAIRE:
1.

SURVEY OF HUMAN RESOURCES*

Do you have any of the following hobbies?
Collecting stamps______
Collecting old coins_ _ __
Collecting old books
or magazines, or
1st editions
Collecting buttons_ _ _ __
Collecting Indian
relics
Other (p~l_e_a_s_e_e_x_p~l-a~i-n~)---

-------

2.

Making hooked rugs or
weaving_________
Training animals_ _ __
Photography_______
Woodworking,_______
Collecting china,
glassware, or
pottery________
Tying flies (fishing)_

Do you have any special experience or talent in:
Art
Music
Sports
Writing
Other (please explain)

3.

(Please check)

Local or state history
Traffic safety
Transportation
Communication

Do you hold (or have ever held) an official office in the
state or local government? Yes
; No
•
If "yes" give name of position

4.

Have you taken any interesting or unusual trips?
Foreign countries (please list)
Interesting points in the United States (please list)

5.

Check the types of activities you would be willing to
engage in at school.
Will
Will
Will
Will
Will

6.

make
lead
give
show
help

a short talk
an informal discussion
a demonstration
film strips, slides, or movies
in conducting a field trip

Do you know of other persons in the community who have had
unusual experiences, who hold unusual and interesting
positions, or who have highly specialized abilities of
one type or another? Please give names, addresses,
phone numbers and indicate how they might help.
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7.

When would it be most convenient for you to help?

,________ ; Afternoon------- •

Morning
8.

Would you prefer to come to school_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ; or,
have the class come to you
?
Signed
Address
Telephone {Business) _ _ _ _ _ _ (home) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SCHOOL RESOURCE VISITOR
Subject
Name
Telephone
Best available time: Morning,______Afternoon
Prefers to visit school
-----Prefers to have class come to home

------

Suggested blank for tabulating information from
returned questionnaires for school file on 4 11 by 6 11 cards.
The reverse side of the card may be used for evaluation by
the teachers. They may rate "excellent," 11 f'air," or "not
suited to elementary school level."

*Questionnaire and f'orm from book (10:30)

